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Bernhardt Wealth Management 

Professionals Named Top Wealth Managers 
by Washingtonian magazine  

 
McLean, VA (November 1, 2012) – Two members of the Bernhardt Wealth Management team, a 
Virginia-based financial advisory firm, have been named among Washingtonian magazine’s Top 
Wealth Managers in the greater Washington, DC area for 2012. President and company founder, 
Gordon Bernhardt and senior financial partner Kenneth Robinson were honored in this year’s list 
from the magazine. The list was published in the November issue and is compiled using both a 
survey of Washington, DC-area financial professionals as well as the magazine’s own research.  
 
“We are quite pleased and honored to have been recognized by Washingtonian,” said Robinson. 
 
“It is due to the outstanding contributions of our entire team that we are listed among this city’s 
top wealth managers,” said Bernhardt acknowledging the importance his firm places on 
teamwork in order to deliver personalized investment plans with uncompromising integrity. “In 
my estimation, being recognized by the Washingtonian is a credit to our entire team, not just the 
individuals named.”  
 
In addition, Bernhardt Wealth Management has also been named this year to the AdvisorOne’s 
Top Wealth Manager list, Smart CEO’s Readers’ Choice Top Wealth Manager list and Smart 
CEO’s 100 Best Run Companies list. The company has also been granted the Five Star Award 
for wealth managers. 
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About Bernhardt Wealth Management 
Bernhardt Wealth Management was established in 1994 by Gordon J. Bernhardt, CPA, PFS, 
CFP®, AIF®. The firm provides financial planning and wealth management services to affluent 
individuals, families and business-owners throughout the Washington, DC area. The Bernhardt 
team is focused on providing high-quality service and independent financial advice to help 
clients make informed decisions about their money. For more information, visit 
bernhardtwealth.com or gordon-bernhardt.blogspot.com. 
 
Disclosure Statement: Past results are not indicative of future results. Bernhardt Wealth Management, Inc. (BWM) 
is a registered investment advisor with the Securities & Exchange Commission. BWM may only transact business or 
render personalized investment advice in those states and international jurisdictions where we are registered/filed 
notice or otherwise excluded or exempted from registration requirements. Any communications with prospective 
clients residing in states or international jurisdictions where BWM and its advisory affiliates are not registered or 
licensed shall be limited so as not to trigger registration or licensing requirements. 


